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N O N P R O F I T
T E C H N O L O G Y

There has never been a better – or

worse – time to be a nonprofit in the

US. Last year, 77% of nonprofits said

they saw an increased need for

services, but only 51% saw an increase

in the number of donations. With

more than 1.5 million organizations

giving back to our communities and

society, the pressure is on to

maximize fundraising while

minimizing operations expenditure in

order to make the biggest impact

possible with a finite number of

resources.

 

What does technology have to do

with this?

 

A lot, actually. Here are the top five

nonprofit technology myths that are

holding your organization back from

making the maximum impact.

While
77% saw 
increased 

need for services

Only 
51% saw 
increased
donations
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M Y T H  # 1 :
S E C U R I T Y

If you think that your non-profit will be

immune to cyber attacks because you

represent a wonderful cause, think again.

Just two years ago, international charity

Save the Children was hacked twice by

cyber scammers, losing more than $1

million through a sophisticated email

scam.

 

Email spoofing is a scary reality: you won’t

even know that an organization has set up

an email campaign, breeched your email 

WE  ARE  SECURE  BECAUSE  WE

ARE  A  NONPROFIT .  NO  ONE

WANTS  TO  HACK  A  CHARITY .

servers, and sent out a donation request

and started to collect funds until the

money is gone - from YOUR donors. Who

do you think they will blame? When the

email comes from your organization, the

answer will be you.

 

All nonprofits are at risk, but when it

comes to data breeches, healthcare-

related organizations seem to be

targeted at an increasingly alarming

rate. By storing medical information and

records, plus private information such as

names, addresses, credit card details

and social security numbers, health-

related nonprofits become an easy

target for hackers. As we’ve seen with

other data breeches, this information is

incredibly valuable on the black market

and leads to fraud and identity theft.

However, since nearly every organization

processes monetary transactions, all

organizations need to take necessary

steps to protect themselves – and their

donors’ – private and sensitive

information.
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https://www.zdnet.com/article/save-the-children-foundation-duped-by-hackers-into-paying-out-1-million/
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Save the Children is just one example

of an organization targeted – and the

actual cost was substantial. The

NetDiligence® 2018 Cyber Claims

Study found that in the average cost

for a nonprofit per breech was

$84,000. What could you do with an

extra $84,000 this year?

 

Indirect Costs
But let’s examine the indirect costs as

well: how do you put a monetary

value on donor confidence,

partnerships, reputation and trust?

Can that be rebuilt? How much

revenue is lost vs. just what is spent to

mitigate the hack or breech? The

answer is astonishing: orders of

magnitude more than the original

loss.

How Do You Protect Yourself?
A Cloud-based secure solution might

be your best bet. With internal and

external threats, moving to the Cloud

allows the highest level of security

features, blocking spoofing and hacks

plus automating any anomaly

notifications so you can mitigate

faster if needed. And it’s not just us

saying so: 

 

94% of organizations

reported appreciating

the upgrade in security

that comes from

adopting the Cloud.
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https://netdiligence.com/portfolio/cyber-claims-study/
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You and your teams have big hearts – that is why you work in the nonprofit

sector. You want to be frugal and not request budget line items that you might

be able to handle internally. But, like the DIY plumber, in the end we find that

this costs substantially more in the long run.

 

M Y T H  # 2 :
C O S T

Have you ever heard the story of the man

who tried to fix his own toilet with a $20

part from Home Depot and ended up

calling a plumber to “fix” his fix, at a cost

of $2000?

 

It’s playing out all around the country on a

daily basis. We get it: sometimes the do-it-

yourself approach is tempting. Especially

if you are heading up IT for your

organization! There may be a huge (and

often unfair) expectation that one person

or department can do it all.

 

The reality is that the technology is

sophisticated and ever-changing. So while

it may seem like a great idea to put in

your own VPN or router, or cobble

together free applications, the unknown

looms. What if you experience a

catastrophic data loss while migrating to

the Cloud? What if the email server goes

down for a week? What if the systems put

in place aren’t secure enough (see above)?

What if you aren’t in compliance for your

data storage?

OUR  DO - IT -YOURSELF

APPROACH  TO  TECHNOLOGY

SAVES  US  SO  MUCH  MONEY !

https://www.zdnet.com/article/save-the-children-foundation-duped-by-hackers-into-paying-out-1-million/
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A good example of this is email. By

allowing people to use personal

email (for potentially sensitive

information), or an unstandardized

program or application, what risks

are you opening up? Consolidating

into a standard Cloud-based SaaS

gives everyone equal protection

and service while covering your

bases for encryption, security, data

and backup.

But Can We Afford It?
The good news is that the cost

might be (a lot) less than you think.

There are experts available who are

skilled in migrations, installation,

counsel of needs and compliance. It

takes them a fraction of the time

and budget because they do it

right, the first time. They’ve “been

there, done that” with other

organizations and have seen it all,

so best practices are easily

implemented. Plus, third-parties

often have access to partner

discounts saving you more money

and potentially costing less in the

long run. 
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In our experience, non-

profits see a positive return

on investment within 13

months of implementation

and we’ve consistently noted

a 42%+ cost savings over the

first three years alone.

https://netdiligence.com/portfolio/cyber-claims-study/
https://netdiligence.com/portfolio/cyber-claims-study/


86%
IT practitioners report that

someone in their organization
has had a laptop lost or stolen

56%
of stolen laptop cases resulted in

a costly data breach
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M Y T H  # 3 :
O P E R A T I O N S
WE  CAN ’T  ADD  A  LINE  ITEM  FOR

TECHNOLOGY  AND  NEED  TO

“GET  OUR  MONEY ’S  WORTH ”

FROM  OUR  OLD  EQUIPMENT .

It's time to enjoy an environment that is

always updated with the latest and

greatest applications and integrations.

And we feel your pain: on-premise

equipment was expensive to set up! The

capital alone was substantial, let alone

your ongoing maintenance. But here’s

the thing – times have changed and

holding on to the old equipment is

actually costing you a fortune (and if it

hasn’t already, the downtime and

maintenance is sucking your budget

dry). Wouldn’t it be nice to spend less

maintaining your aging on premise

servers?

 

For nonprofits dealing with increased

demand and yet facing (as always)

funding limitations, cloud computing

offers a way to free up resources for

other mission objectives.   61% of

organizations say that number one

reason they move their computing to

the cloud is as a cost-cutting initiative.
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The reality is

this:

Exchange

servers are a

thing of the

past.
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The savings is not only in server and

storage equipment, but also for

team equipment. 

 

In reality, a $200 tablet can

access your Office 365

accounts just as quickly as

a $2,000 premium laptop

can. 
 

Forecasting for Budgeting
What about forecasting? Can you

afford (downtime plus repair/

replacement costs) a catastrophic

equipment failure? How awful

would it be to have to take from

this (or next) year's budget to

replace or repair on premise

equipment. 

 

Cloud Operations For New

Opportunities
The Cloud offers the opportunity for

non-profits to scale up or down in

order to manage current needs,

rather than predict the amount of

resources needed.  You won’t be

paying for equipment that sits

unused. With Cloud-based

programs like Office 365 you can

forecast your IT spend and scale as

needed with a low static rate.

 

Forecast with accuracy and

scale as needed - knowing

your spend ahead of time.
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https://netdiligence.com/portfolio/cyber-claims-study/
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M Y T H  # 4 :
A C C E S S

Have you ever been on the road and

needed a document? Whether you are

headed to a huge presentation and the

projector isn’t working so you need hard

copies (STAT!) or someone calls you and

asks for a brochure while you are

traveling, you need to have access to

materials as if you were sitting at your

deck in the office. Or, realistically, working

from your laptop on the living room couch

at midnight.

WE  KNOW  WHERE  ALL  OUR

FILES  ARE  AND  OUR

ORGANIZATION  RUNS

SMOOTHLY .

Let’s look at improving efficiency. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We all know that there is never enough

staff to go around, so by not

implementing a standardized document

system with the ability to file, search

and share, it’s like sending the entire

office home at 2:30 every afternoon. Are

you okay with that? If 49% of people

report having trouble locating

documents on a regular basis, what can

you do to help while improving

productivity?
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The average office

worker spends about

2.5 hours per day

searching for

information.  That's

close to 30% of the

work day.

https://www.zdnet.com/article/save-the-children-foundation-duped-by-hackers-into-paying-out-1-million/
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When an organization has 24/7

Internet access and share data,

efficiency is greatly improved and

real-time insights and actions from a

management perspective is a reality.

You’ll have better visibility into who is

doing what with their time, so you

can reallocate resources based on

need and skillset. 

 

Oh, and we already talked a bit about

the security measures, but there’s

more when it comes to access. But

think about your team: how many

have your organization’s email on

their private smartphone? Is it

password or biometric protected?

What would happen if it fell into the

wrong hands? Nevermind laptop use.

A  laptop  computer has a 1-in-10

chance of being  stolen. Can you

afford to have your data

compromised? Gartner, a technology

research firm, has found that a laptop

is stolen every 53 seconds. Plus, 86%

of IT practitioners report that

someone in their organization has

had a laptop lost or stolen, with 56%

of those cases resulting in a data

breach.

 

Finally, let’s talk mobility. Does your

team spend all its time at the office

desks? Or are you on the go? Working

from home? The road? We hear it all

the time: I need to access that Excel

spreadsheet before I get to the

meeting I am driving to. How can I do

that? Well, if you’ve ever had an issue

with your VPN, you’ll know there has

to be a better way. 

 

Data Access Wherever,

Whenever
With a Cloud-based SaaS program like

Office 365, you can access to all your

programs and data wherever you are.

Anyone from anywhere can search

and access the files they need at

anytime: all while keeping documents

safe. When moving to the Cloud, more

than 42% of organizations cited

“remote access” as an advantage.

 

Wouldn’t it be nice to be

productive whenever you

need to be?
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https://securityboulevard.com/2018/09/7-shocking-statistics-that-prove-just-how-important-laptop-security-is/
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M Y T H  # 5 :  
G O  G R E E N

You might be “doing good” but are you being kind…to the environment? A

typical organization could save an estimated 68-87% in energy, and

reduce their carbon emissions by a similar level, simply by migrating to the

Cloud. In fact, with a migration we recently saw a 100-person organization

with applications deployed in the Cloud reduce energy consumption and

emissions by more than 90 percent!

WE  CAN  DO  GOOD  AND  GIVE

BACK  WITHOUT  WORRYING

ABOUT  OUR  OWN  “FOOTPRINT . ”

90% 
Reduction in 
Energy Use 
& Emissions

https://www.zdnet.com/article/save-the-children-foundation-duped-by-hackers-into-paying-out-1-million/
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Average cost of loss mitigation

in a data breach, spoofing,

phishing or hack

$84K 42%
Cost savings

over the first three years alone

from moving to the Cloud

2.5
Number of hours a day wasted

and lost looking for data and

information

90%
Reduction in energy

consumption and emissions by

using the Cloud
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61%
Organizations rate "operations

cost-cutting" as the #1 reason

they moved to the Cloud

SECURITY COST

OPERATIONS

GO GREENACCESS
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How Do You Make Your Organization's Operations More

Predictable? Get Morse for Good.
Morse Technologies makes nonprofit technology simple, affordable, and

impactful. We work with your IT team to come up with the best solution that

works for you, because cookie-cutter isn’t fair: every single implementation of

the more than 180 million Office 365 profiles has different security needs,

communication patterns, sensitive data, and collaboration styles. By

outsourcing (migration, installation, setup and maintenance), we help

organizations just like yours to shift budget and personnel to innovation to

support your impact and new organization opportunities, which, in turn, drive

new revenue or funding.

 

Want to make your take advantage of all the benefits of the Cloud for

nonprofits with a partner that understands your specific needs? Contact us

today to see if you qualify for our exclusive nonprofit rates. We make your

migration easy and seamless.

morsetechnologies.com/nonprofit
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In Summary: There Are

Lots of Opportunities for

Improvement
We won’t lie: nonprofit tech-

nology is complicated. Migration

to the Cloud isn’t easy. Security is

a true challenge. Often, when

organizations think they are doing

something “for good,” the reality is

anything but. The good news is

that there are partners who care

and hold the same values that you

do. 

Morse Technologies specializes in

providing  IT services  and leveraging

business technology to maximize the value

of your organization.  Morse Technologies is

a Microsoft Partner and a member and

sponsor of the Massachusetts Nonprofit

Network. 

Morse Technologies

12 Stiles Road, Suite 203

Salem, NH 03079

603-685-2100

info@morsetechnologies.com
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